CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
1. Maxim de Winter is a rich man and his age is forty two years old. He is the
owner of Manderley.Maxim de Winter has cool, black hair and pale face, and
from his face description, told if he has many problem.
2. Maxim de Winter has the Id which supporting that he is an introvert person
and felt lonely, including from his first wife. He does not get affection and
attention from Rebecca. It make Maxim de Winter feels lonely and keeps his
problem by himself.
3. Maxim de Winter has internal conflict, he hides the truth that he kills
Rebecca. He tries to keep his good name and free from the law. Based on the
fact, he hidden by what he has done.
4. The ego of Maxim de Wintercaused internal pressure by his self, that loves
Manderley. Loves that excessive with Manderley makesMaxim de Winter
acquiesce to hide wrongness in the past to keep good name on circle
Manderley. The second internal conflict of Maxim de Winter’s ego make
Maxim de Winter think irrationally that he kills Rebecca and hidden it from
fact in the law.
5. The relation of Maxim de Winter with his second wife isnot really good.
Maxim de Winter think that the wife is still young and has not been able to
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understand the whole problem in the past and it is really need to lie about the
actual events of the past.

B. Suggestion
It is possible to conduct other research that focuses on the main character Maxim
de Winterto obtain more complete elaboration. It describes in the following
recommendations:
1.

It is good for the next researcher to examine more elements in Rebeccaby
Daphne Du Maurier.

2.

It is good for the readers to know the psychological of Maxim de Winter’s
character in Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier.

3.

It is good for English Department of UNIMUS as referential for doing other
researcher.
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